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Quality

What is meant by quality? According to Associates Professor Dr Zaini (2009) in his speech
during the Sambutan Hari Kualiti Universiti Teknologi MARA Pahang Abdullah,claimed that
quality is good and; anything good is quality. (Hari Kua/iti UiTM Pahang, 22 January 2009).

The American Society for Quality (ASQ) defines quality as ' "tThe totality of features and
Characteristics characteristics of a Product product or service that bears on its ability to satisfy
given needs"'. (Haksever, Service Management and Operations, Prentice Hall 2000, p. 331).
Along the same line, Park, Robertson and Wu (2004) defme service quality and service value as:

l. Service quality is customer's overall impression of the relative efficiency of the organization
and its service, and b) .

2. Service value is customer's overall assessment of the utility of a product based on
perceptions of what is received and what is given. However, the most common definition is
the traditional notion that views quality as the customer's perception of service excellence.
That is to say, quality is defmed by the customer's impression of the service provided
(Berry, Parasuraman & Zeithaml 1988, Parasuraman, Zeitham1, & Berry, 1985).

According to Wirtz & Johnston (2003), service excellence requires a total approach.
Excellent customer service results from all the appropriate components being situated properly,
from the correct strategic focus and service culture, to a clear understanding of service, good
people and training, and good systems and processes. Companies that want to perform excellent
service quality should: .

• have a strategic focus on customers or in other terms to be customer centric,
• value staff and take care of them,
• take every opportunity to continually develop staff and systems,
• re-create the service offered by predicting potential customer needs,
• emphasize emphasize the 'surprise' effect,
• listen to feedback from all areas of the company, especially from the customers,
• consider customer complaints and compliment seriously,
• invest in training, particularly for front line staff,
• introduce a learning orientation based on continuous improvement,
• reward and recognize recognise staff for contributions to service excellence,
• focus on cost/profits.

The most common definition is the traditional notion that views quality as the customer's
perception of service excellence. That is to say, quality is defined by the customer's impression
of the service provided (Berry, Parasuraman, & Zeithaml, 1988,; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, &
Berry, 1985).

It is important to note that Qquality can hardly become better without innovation. This,
which requires much systematic continuous thinking than what has been practiced practised so
far. Forker (1991) defines quality as the extent to which a product or service satis fies the
customer's requirements (Forker 1991). He classifies customers as external (vendors, suppliers)
and internal (employees and departments within the company). Table 1 shows summary of
experts various approaches to quality.
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Table 1: Summary of experts various approaches to quality

Expert
Deming

Juran

Crosby

Tagucci

Definition olQuality
How well a product or service meets customer's needs.

How well a product or service meets customer's needs.
Company will ingness to service product after sale.

Product conforms to engineering standards, zero defects.

Product operates without unintended variability.
Product does not harm customer.

Emphasis
Customer

Customer

Manufacturing

Value of product

To ensure the quality is almost at the its peak, factor and environment in the job itself and
working place should be focused seriously and considered immediately. This These factors
indirectly will affect behavior especially in delivering the service to the students. Based on the
fmdings of the UiTM Audit during 2006 - 2008 (see Ttable 2 below), several factors were
revealed and mostly are caused by human factor. ; Based on the fmdings, the Pareto comparison
is shown in Figure I below.

Table 2.: Audit findings during 2006-2008

'OJ

ADI/08
Num

12
5

17

17

17

AD2/08
Num %

0
0

16 52
15 48

31 100

29 93.5
2 6.5
0 0

31 100
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One way of motivating the members of an organization is through rewards and recognition.
According to Kamisah (2008), claimed that by giving recognition and incentive to the lecturers
that iwho are active ins active in the writing and publication will boost high their motivation to
the particular lecturer and other peers'. She gave an example of the annual For Sanggar Sanjung
cash rewards given by Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) promotes the Anugerah Sanggar
Sanjung and cash reward every year to the eligible lecturers who have been active in publishing
their works. The effect is an effect, Universiti Sains Malaysia has arised as an excellent
university in the area of writing and publication in the country, which is and one of the reasons
that makes this university considered asto be selected as an Apex University.

Kamisah also described about the working environment that supports the writing activities.
This additional statement supports the Hygiene factors theory that was proposed by Herzberg"
that is, whenever the working environment ensures satisfaction" it will contribute to the personal
performance.

Conclusion

Antony et al. 1993, has proposed one of the six principles that can be used to make a company's
strategy comes alive and prosper is encouraging everyone to take full responsibility for
everything: encouraging managers to develop their worker's talents and encouraging workers to
make decisions and follow through. Creating a positive environment both involves and requires a
lot of persistence (Fedotova Guseva 2004, Medvedeva & Umpleby 2004;, Ojasalo 2004;,
Potocan & Mulej 2003) and requires a lot of persistence (Popadic et. AI, 1998).;

I. Linking HRM to the company's business objectives
2. Understanding international HRM issues
3. Ensuring that HRM complies with state and 100cailaws
4. Creating an employment relationship that benefits both the company and the employees.

To gain competitive advantage, companies must ensure a suitable work environment,
training and development opportunities, and a specific organizational organisational culture,
which helps employees coordinate their work and other activities. (Sonja Treven, &and
Matjazrnulej, 2005). Organizational culture can be defmed as system of shared actions, values
and beliefs that develops within an organization and guides the behavior of its member. (Edgar
Schein, "Organizational Culture", American Psychologist 45 (1990): 109-119, E. Schein,
Organizational Culture and Leadership (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1985).

Elements mentioned by Sonja Treven, & Maljazmulej in the paragraph aboveThese
elements support Herzberg theory that emphasizess on job context. When the job context is full
filled appropriately it will contribute to the employee satisfaction, and without doubt employees
performance will increase and move towards quality which will stimulate the way of thinking to
become competitive and innovative.

Thus, to become competitive and innovative, an organizsation should emphasize and focus
on the administration concerned to ensure the improvement of quality of among staff in a long
run. Indeed, the quality staff will contribute to the performance, and lastlyeventually, they will be
driven to become more competitive and innovative.
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